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Aims Head Office (Hifz Section)
Students & Parents
May 27th, 2017.
Summer Break Task Instructions

Assalam-o-Alaikum,

ان َم ْغبُو ٌن
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ﱠ
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(ص ﱠحةُ َوا ْلفَ َراغُ « كتاب الرقاق ) صحيح البخاري
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“Prophet Muhammad (SAW) says: “There are two blessings which many
people waste; health and free time.”
Parents are requested to ensure that their wards are having quality time during summer break
and are engaged in constructive & positive activities. This summer break task has been tailored for
this purpose. Your supervision can help your ward in achieving his / her tasks well in time.
Summer Vacation Task & Instructions:









Special Activity based task has been carefully designed in this session.
We expect the parents to let their children proceed with their own effort.
Please ensure your child should complete this entire task within the vacations time.
The summer vacations task will be part of your child’s end of term result.
Summer vacations task should be submitted within three days after reopening.
Presentable neat & clean summer break task will be given special prize & additional marks.
Back to school tests will be conducted after the summer/Eid Break.
Summer break task is also available at the website of Aims Education system. www.aims.net.pk
Wish you joyful holidays and may Allah bless all of us.

Note:
It is highly appreciated if parents could spare time to supervise the reading for their wards of
those chapters done so your attentions cooperation will be highly appreciated. Remember that
homework teaches learners how to take responsibilities for tasks and to work independently. It
also teaches how to plan and organize tasks, manage time, make choices and solve the problem.
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